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Boris Vladimirovič Asafiev (1884-1949) 
1. Etude No.1 2’00
2. Etude No.2 1’32
3. Prelude et Valse: I - Prelude 2’32
4. Prelude et Valse: II - Valse 3’14

12 Preludes for Guitar
5. Prelude I 0’47
6. Prelude II 0’41
7. Prelude III 1’23
8. Prelude IV 1’10
9. Prelude V 1’09
10. Prelude VI 2’31
11. Prelude VII 1’17
12. Prelude VIII 0’52
13. Prelude IX 2’15
14. Prelude X 1’43
15. Prelude XI 1’36
16. Prelude XII 3’57

Six Romances in Old Style
17. I Andante 1’56
18. II In memory of Varlamov 1’15
19. III Adagio 1’50
20. IV Andante 1’26

Elena Poplyanova (1961)
Sonata for Guitar 
31. I Moderato 4’40
32. II Andantino  3’49
33. III Presto 2’53

Edison Denisov (1929-1996)
Sonata for Guitar
34. I Toccata 5’12
35. II Berceuse 5’09
36. III Souvenir d'Espagne 3’38

Vitaly Kharisov (1962)
Four Preludes for Guitar
37. Prelude I 1’37
38. Prelude II 1’20
39. Prelude III 1’08
40. Prelude IV 2’31

Sonatine
41. I Andante rubato  3’02
42. II Allegretto 3’43

Gherman Dzhaparidze (1939) 
Two Visions in White  
(in a cold winter morning)
43. I Andante 3’23
44. II Rhytmically free 2’32

21. V Tempo di Valzer, Mosso 1’59
22. VI Epilogue 1’50

23.  Theme with Variations after 
Tchaikovsky 3’45

Victor Kozlov (1958)
24.  Dedication to the  

Russian Land 10’21

Valeri Kikta (1941)
Sonata for Guitar
25. I Moderato, intimo 5’01
26. II Allegro, drammatico 6’44

Aleksandr Ivanov-Kramskoi  
(1912-1973)
27. Prelude in D minor 2’33
28. Prelude in E minor 1’46

Sofia Gubaidulina (1931)
29. Serenade 3’47
30. Toccata 2’26

Sergei Rudnev (1955)
45. The Old Lime Tree 8’22

Evgeny Baev (1952)
Five Stichera for Guitar
46. Sticheron I 3’04
47. Sticheron II 3’54
48. Sticheron III 2’55
49. Sticheron IV 2’22
50. Sticheron V 3’42

51. Sonata I 8’14

Sonata II
52. I Allegro 1’53
53. II Lento 5’00
54. III Alla marcia 3’30

Sonata III
55. I Agitato 3’36
56. II Andante 4’05
57. III Maestoso 4’38
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Russian Guitar Music of the 20th and 21st Centuries
This box set invites the listeners on an unusual journey, since Russia is a very unusual 
country in every respect, including its tormented guitar history.

Russia has survived two outstanding political cataclysms within the last hundred 
years. In 1917, the existing order of things was completely derailed by the Bolshevik 
Revolution. This brought the first Socialist state, the USSR, into existence. The Soviet 
system created a unique climate for the arts, nourishing in some ways and very limiting 
and hostile in others. For over seventy years, the Soviet Union stubbornly insisted on 
its proletarian way of life and on its robust mass culture. From time to time there were 
purges against artists who supposedly showed traces of bourgeois formalism. Even 
recognized musical giants such as Prokofiev and Shostakovich were vulnerable to such 
attacks. In 1979 there was another attack at the “bourgeois formalism in music” that 
targeted two major composers featured in this collection, among others. The Socialist 
era was supposed to last forever, but it collapsed in 1991, much to the surprise of 
some of the composers represented in this box set. This collapse—the second major 
calamity of the 20th century—brought fundamental changes to the arts. Religious 
music was no longer punishable, and the Socialist ideology implying that any art 
should be understood by the workers and peasants was abandoned. But this turning 
point in history could not bring the country to its pre-Revolutionary order: culturally, 
post-Soviet Russia is yet a new place, with eerie ties to both Tsarist pre-Revolutionary 
Russia and the land of Lenin, Stalin, and the Bolsheviks. 

While the summary above is widely known, many are completely unaware of the 
analogous cataclysms in Russia’s guitar history. Russia’s guitar tradition had already 
developed by the 1790s, and was associated with the seven-string instrument, always 
tuned DGBdgbd’. With its strong Central- and Western-European roots, the guitar 
flourished during the first half of the 19th century. Towards the turn of the 20th 
century, it became more of a folk instrument, but then the culture phenomenon known 
as the “Russian Silver Age” brought back an appreciation for the guitar masters of the 

early 19th century. A lot of forgotten music was unearthed and re–published in the 
impressive periodical Gitarist and its musical supplements (1904-1907).

The 1917 Revolution was very tough on the guitar: the 1920s in Russia were more 
suitable for marching bands and mass songs than for the intimate sounds of a guitar. 

The year 1926 witnessed a certain “guitar revolution”, which dramatically changed 
the skeptics’ attitude towards the guitar—it was the year when the Spanish virtuoso 
Andres Segovia triumphantly toured the USSR. The Soviet critics who attended his 
concerts (including Boris Asafiev) suddenly realized that the guitar was a serious 
instrument in its own right. The unfortunate nuance was that only the Spanish six-
string guitar benefited from this new adjustment of status. This led to a paradoxical 
situation: supported by the music establishment, the six-string guitar was in a certain 
vacuum At the same time, there still were players with good technique on the Russian 
seven-string guitar, but they represented ‘low-brow’ guitar repertoire and had no 
resources to break out of their amateur circles.

The war between the two kinds of guitar cast gloom and despair over the Soviet 
guitar scene for most of the 20th century. The other major problem was the Iron 
Curtain policy that did not allow guitarists—or Soviet citizens in general—to travel 
and study abroad. Toward the end of the 20th century, the political conditions 
changed, and Russian guitarists gained access to various Western resources and won 
a number of international competitions. However, this became a new, cosmopolitan 
guitar culture, barely related to Russia’s own guitar heritage. With the exception 
of Sergei Rudnev and Vitaly Kharisov, I do not believe any of the composers in this 
collection studied Russia’s old seven-string tradition. Moreover, Alexander Ivanov-
Kramskoy was among its most outspoken opponents.



Tracks 1-23
The first album of this collection is fully dedicated to the music of the prolific Soviet 
music critic and composer, Boris Vladimirovič Asafiev (1884-1949). Similarly to the 
major composers of younger generation S. Gubaidulina and E. Denisov (see tracks 
24-45), Asafiev enjoyed an ambitious musical career in which writing for guitar 
was a small episode. Very likely his guitar output was connected to his own raving 
review of Segovia’s concert in 1926. According to Matanya Ophee who unearthed 
Asafiev’s guitar music in an archive in Moscow and published it in 1994, all of his 
compositions for guitar solo were created in 1939-1940. By this time, Asafiev had 
no contact with Segovia, and it is not completely clear who these short pieces were 
intended for. A composer of 11 operas and 28 ballets, as well as many other large-sale 
symphonic and choral works, Asafiev chose to write miniatures or cycles of such 
when it came to guitar.

The first two tracks (Étude 1 and Étude 2) are contrasting in character, masterfully 
displaying textures that are very idiomatic for the guitar. The miniature cycle Prelude 
et Valse consists of two very different movements. The Prelude (Track 3) is a little 
Mussorgskiesque in nature, persistent on its duple feel and a folksy ostinato in the 
bass. The Valse (Track 4) is —predictably—a celebration of the waltz spirit, with 
several contrasting sections in attractive, guitar-friendly textures. 

If viewed as a cyclic work, 12 Preludes (Tracks 5–16) is Asafiev’s longest 
composition for solo guitar. Ranging in length from 46 seconds to almost 4 minutes, 
the preludes of the cycle seem to share an impressionist character, showcasing the 
freshness of certain gestures and textures, with a sense of incompletion. The shortest 
one is Prelude I, and perhaps it can be viewed as a “prelude” to the cycle of preludes. 
Characteristically, the gravest, the most pensive and developed, is the last prelude 
of the cycle. Prelude IX offers a recognizable Middle-Eastern color, very familiar to 
Western audiences as a kind of “Russian” music. At the same time, Prelude XI starts 
with an accompaniment figure that sounds so idiomatically “Spanish”, it could have 
been found in Segovia’s arrangement of Albeniz—which, ironically, is another place 
where Russian composers have been recognized experts. 

The Russian romance (pomahc, often transliterated as romans) is an art song that 
originated in the late 18th century. The earliest romansy were simple love songs set to 
French or Italian texts, but throughout the 19th century they developed into a truly 
Russian phenomenon, culminating in the most famous ones by Tchaikovsky and 
Rachmaninoff. Asafiev’s Six Romances (Tracks 1-6) are similar to Schumann’s Lieder 
ohne Worte—their melodies are so pure and eloquent that one almost hears lyrics in 
the guitar sounds.

Asafiev’s only variation cycle, Theme and Variations with Finale (After 
Tchaikovsky), although written for guitar solo, is the second movement of his 
guitar concerto. The theme itself seems to be inspired a phrase from an opera by 
Tchaikovsky, but developed into a binary form by Asafiev himself. Despite its short 
duration, this composition ranges in character from subdued lyricism to considerable 
virtuosity.

Tracks 24-33
Born in Chelyabinsk in the Ural region, Victor Kozlov (1958) is among the most 
prolific guitar composers in Russia. He studied guitar and composition at the 
Chelyabinsk Musical College (1979-1982), where he also teaches today. In 1988 
he graduated from the Ural State Conservatory in Yekaterinburg. Kozlov’s music is 
centered around the guitar and is highly appreciated everywhere in the former Soviet 
Union.

Dedication to the Russian Land was written the year of the great political 
cataclysm, the collapse of the USSR (1991). Clearly an epic piece, this ballad-like 
composition can be heard as a meditation on centuries of Russia’s troubled history. 
Its construction is symmetrical: the opening Andante e molto mesto offers a conflict 
between a broad, Russian-sounding melody and a nervous, alarming repeated 
notes. The following Presto giocoso starts with intricate uneven rhythms that lead a 
flamboyant tune similar to Russian dance songs. The subsequent Più cantabile is the 
only section in the work for that can hardly be interpreted as specifically “Russian”. 
Then the Presto recapitulates, and finally we find ourselves in the same “broad 



where he studied guitar with Piotr Agafoshin, combining this with instruction in 
composition and conducting. He frequently performed on the All-Soviet Radio, and 
released more than 40 LP records.

His two preludes show his ability to use the instrument’s resources to create both 
anxious, nervous patterns (Prelude in D Minor, track 27) as well as those of sadness 
and melancholy (Prelude in E Minor, track 28).

Before addressing the two works by Sophia Gubaidulina (1931), we should recall 
the limitations of the Soviet musical system in which she developed as a composer. 
Born in Tatarstan, the talented composer graduated from the Moscow conservatoire 
in 1963 (under the Prof. V. Shebalin). Dmitry Shostakovich left her an iconic wish: 
“I recommend that you continue developing in your ‘incorrect’ way.” As she was 
not willing to conform to the Socialist musical aesthetics, Gubaidulina was strongly 
criticized by Tikhon Khrennikov in 1979, the same person under whose guidance 
Valery Kikta graduated. For a number of years Gubaidulina’s music was banned 
from Soviet radio and TV. Highly regarded as one of the most outstanding living 
composers, she has been living in Germany since 1992.

A composer of many ambitious works, Gubaidulina had two “guitar periods” in 
her life: once in the 1960s when she wrote the two pieces presented in this album, 
and four decades later, when she wrote for cello and a guitar quartet. At first glance, 
her 1961 Serenade (Track 29) seems quite limited in scope and means of expression. 
However, once approached as a little jewel, it offers technical challenges to the 
performer and encourages the listener to pay attention. Written eight years later, her 
Toccata (Track 30) requires virtuosity and precision. Both pieces are enigmatic and 
magical: Sofia Gubaidulina does not to belong to any established avant-garde style or 
movement, and its only her taste and intuition that tie in her works the familiar and 
surprising, the soothing and disturbing.

The Sonata for Guitar by Elena Poplyanova (1961) is a mature guitar work by a 
professional composer who works in various genres. Born in Chelyabinsk in 1961, 
Elena graduated from the department of Music Theory and Composition at the 

steppes” of the exposition, with the alarming staccato notes, as it were, voicing our 
concern for the future of the composer’s country.

Although Valery Kikta (1941) was born in the village of Vladimirovka in Eastern 
Ukraine, most of his education happened in Moscow, culminating in a doctoral 
degree in composition from the Moscow Conservatory (1965, under the Prof. Tikhon 
Khrennikov). Still, Ukrainian themes are very important in Kikta’s impressive output 
of 11 ballets, oratorios, cantatas, instrumental concertos, and chamber works. Of 
plucked instruments, the harp seems to occupy a permanent place in the composer’s 
career, as he has been composing for this instrument for decades. Kikta completed all 
of his compositions involving guitar in the short period between 1981 and 1984 and 
they indisputably show his melodic gift and textural imagination.

The first movement (Moderato intimo, track 25) of his Sonata for Guitar is a 
symmetrical ABA construction of two contrasting episodes. The framing one (A) 
features calm, meditative arpeggio figures, with harmonies chosen so carefully 
that one’s ear hardly registers the rhythmic peculiarity (the 7/8 meter). After the 
expected eight measures of introduction, a haunting melody follows, displaying the 
composer’s mastery of saying a lot with simple means. The central episode of the 
movement, a tremolo-like improvisation, possibly refers us to the recitations of the 
Ukrainian epic tradition (dumas). The recapitulation of the calming theme in 7/8 
rounds up the movement. The second movement (Allegro drammatico, track 26) 
has a more elaborate architecture. Here, Kikta carefully manipulates four distinctly 
different textures: a barrage of arpeggios marked espressivo; a melody planted onto 
a continuously dotted rhythmical pattern; abrupt chords interspersed with energetic 
passages (again, a possible reference to kobzari); and the cadenza-like, predominantly 
harmonic Barbaro. Each of these sections appears twice, but with certain adjustments 
in pitch and length that allow the composer to construct a rather unique musical form.

The musical career of Aleksandr Ivanov-Kramskoi (1912-1973) is inseparable from 
his native Moscow. This is where he heard Segovia in 1926 and decided to dedicate 
his life to guitar. He attended the October Revolution Musical College from 1930, 



firm cycle. The first movement (Track 34) is a busy, anxious Toccata, a late-20th-
century response to the organ toccatas of J. S. Bach. The middle movement, Berceuse 
(Track 35), is a tribute to Romantic music, but again, only in terms of articulation 
and phrasing. Finally, the concluding Souvenir d’Espagne (Track 36) is an energetic 
celebration of guitar music, featuring the characteristic strumming pattern of a 
seguidilla.

The youngest in this box set, Vitaly Kharisov (1962) is a multi-talented musician 
and composer. He hails from Kazan, Tatarstan, and most of his career has been 
associated with his home. Kharisov graduated in composition from the Kazan 
Conservatory, and soon after created a guitar department there. In addition to guitar 
music, he has written a symphony, a piano concerto, and a wide variety of vocal 
works accompanied by piano or guitar. 

Written in 2000, the Four Preludes for Guitar are a miniature cycle of four musical 
moods or ideas. The tranquility of the first one (track 37) is gently contrasted by the 
jazzy feel of the second (track 38), and furthermore by a salon third prelude (Track 
39). The fourth prelude (Track 40) consolidates the jazzy suggestion of the second, 
but is more substantial, with a section in the parallel major in the middle. 

The Sonatine show the composer’s playfulness with guitar music: thoroughly 
avoiding catchy melodies or harmonies, he sculpts his two miniature movements 
out of gestures and textures, nicely balancing between pensive and grotesque. The 
pentatonic moments in the second movement (Allegretto, Track 42) may have been 
inspired by Tatar folk songs that Kharisov has been collecting and adapting for guitar. 

Originally from Tbilisi, Georgia, Gherman Dzhaparidze (1939) has been living in 
Moscow since the 1990s. A conservatoire-trained composer, Dzhaparidze has written 
symphonic works and numerous instrumental concertos, but his collection of guitar 
compositions is very large and varied. His two impressionist fragments Two Visions in 
White (Tracks 43 and 44) are skillful and laconic sketches, reminding us of how cold 
a Southerner like him feels in snowy Moscow. 

Of all the compositions in this album, the variation set by Sergei Rudnev (1955), 

Chelyabinsk Music College in 1980. She continued studying composition at the 
Leningrad Conservatory, from which she graduated in 1986 (under Prof. Vladislav 
Uspensky). Upon her return to Chelyabinsk, Poplyanova has written a number 
of operas, symphonic works, and various instrumental concertos, but music for 
guitar is permanently featured among her output. The first movement of her Sonata 
(Moderato, Track 31) combines sharp quasi-Latin rhythms with several gestures 
toward the Baroque period: sequences, ornaments, and elements characteristic of 
imitational polyphony. The middle movement (Andantino, Track 32) offers a similar 
tension between the old and new, only instead of unsettling rhythms, it features 
innovative melodic language and the presence of the grotesque (repeated pitches 
staccato). The vigorous last movement (Presto, Track 33) is dominated by triplets, 
strongly reminiscent of Baroque gigues in compound triple meters. 

Tracks 34-45
Edison Denisov (1929-1996) was born in Tomsk, Siberia, into the family of a radio 
physicist. In his childhood he learned to play guitar and mandolin, and in 1946 began 
his studies simultaneously at the Tomsk Musical College (where he studied piano) 
and the Department of Mathematics and Physics of Tomsk University. Similarly to 
Gubaidulina’s, his early compositions received encouragement from D. Shostakovich. 
After he graduated from the Moscow Conservatory in 1956, he worked there as a 
teacher. However, since he was already considered too avant-garde for the institution, 
he taught exclusively instrumentation, and was not allowed to teach composition 
until the Perestroika. Together with Gubaidulina, he was among the composers 
condemned in 1979 by T. Khrennikov. As a result, he was more appreciated in the 
West than at home, and in 1994 he moved to Paris, where he died two years later.

His Sonata for Guitar is a true tour de force, showing not only his command of 
musical form but also an intimate understanding of the expressive ability of the 
instrument. The three movements make cultural references to three completely 
different historical periods, but something in their musical fabric unites them in a 



generously lyrical, and his last movements, whether virtuosic or not, possess a certain 
scherzando character that—as we knows from many sonatas and symphonies—works 
as the most effective conclusion.
© Oleg Timofeyev

The Old Lime Tree (Track 45) is the most frequently performed today. It is also 
remarkable that Rudnev is the only composer here who closely studies the Russian 
seven-string guitar tradition and has even published a book on the Russian style 
in guitar music. A college graduate in balalaika and button accordion (bayan) 
performance from Tula Musical College, Rudnev is a great expert on Russian folk 
style, and has arranged a great number of Russian folk songs in his unique styleway. 
Still, the bitter melancholy Old Lime Tree stands on its own as a universally admired 
masterpiece.

Tracks 46-57
Evgeny Baev (1952) was born in Pervouralsk (Ural), and graduated in 1977 in guitar 
performance from the Ural State Conservatory (Yekaterinburg). At present he teaches 
guitar at Tver State University, northwest of Moscow. He has composed more than 
five hundred pieces, mainly for guitar solo or chamber ensembles, involving guitar. 

Baev wrote his Five Stichera for Guitar (tracks 46-50) in the 1990s, after visiting 
the famous Valaam Monastery in the North of Russia. In Orthodox liturgy, a 
‘sticheron’ (Russian: стихира, Greek: στιχηρὰ) is a strophic hymn connected to the 
verses of a psalm. Since the liturgical music of Eastern Orthodox church forbids any 
instruments, writing stichera for a guitar was a bold experiment. The composer here 
does not refer to concrete psalm texts, but rather conveys the strophic feel of the 
incantation, supporting it with modal harmonies and Russian-style polyphony. 

A great expert on his insrument’s expressive resources, Baev knows how to write 
guitar music that sounds attractive and fresh. His three Sonatas invite the listener into 
a vivid, multi-faceted world, capable of flamboyant virtuosity (e.g., Allegro, Mov.I of 
the 2nd sonata, Track 52) or calm, meditative lyricism (e.g., Andante. Mov. II from 
the 3rd Sonata, Track 56). 

In Sonata I, Baev allows the musical characters to gently evolve into one another, 
while with the other two sonatas he enjoys the clarity of the tri-partite structure. 
His first movements are full of energy and virtuosity, his middle movements are 



In his honour, many solo guitar and orchestra compositions have been dedicated 
to him. These musical compositions have been written by a vast amount of famous 
composers, such as: Angelo Gilardino, Mark Delpriora, Franco Cavallone, etc.

Since 2014, he has the key role of editor at “Edizioni Bèrben” in Ancona, Italy. As 
well as an editor, he is also the author of revisions of unpublished original music of 
which he is often the dedicatee.

Around the globe, he is successful at winning many music composition 
competitions set in Europe, the United States and Asia. His music is published by 
prestigious editors, and is played by international high calibre interpreters.

He currently lives in Nuoro (Sardinia), where he also teaches. Since 1998, he is the 
artistic director of important events dedicated to classical music.

Throughout the artistic world, 
Cristiano Porqueddu is highly 
praised and recognised as one of 
the major interpreters of the 20th 
and 21st century guitar music in the 
contemporary scene.

Critics have labeled him as 
“a reference point for the new 
generations of musicians”. Porqueddu 
began his studies by following his 
father’s teachings. After having 
obtained high marks in a specialisation 
course with Angelo Gilardino at the 
International Academy of Superior 
Music “Perosi”, he is now involved in 
an international artistic activity that 
encompasses concerts, discography 
and music composition.

As his career progressed, he has 
received awards in international guitar 
competitions and in addition to that, 
he has been given many excellent reviews from experts and from several magazines.

Currently, he regularly performs as a soloist. He also holds courses and conferences 
in Europe and in the United States, displaying innovative programs that often include 
world premieres.

His recording catalog is comprised of 18 releases: 15 albums (over 50 CDs) 
released by major label Brilliant Classics, which also has a worldwide distribution 
agreement with Porqueddu.

Recording: 13 June 2015 – 14 January 2017, Chiesa della Solitudine, Nuoro (NU), Italy
Sound Engineers: Marco Quaranta, Michele Cossu
Guitar: Giuseppe Guagliardo (2005)
Cover: The Ninth Wave (1850), by Ivan Konstantinovič Ajvazovskij (1817-1900)
p & © 2017 Brilliant Classics


